Military/ Veteran Admissions
Policy and Requirements

The military admission policy of Sam Houston State University is in keeping with the high academic standards of the University while accounting for the exacting standards of military training and education. The fact that an emphasis has been placed on honorable service is a testament to those who have served their country faithfully and honorably and deserve to have that fact weighed on their behalf. Those individuals who do not meet that portion of the military admission requirements may attempt to gain admission to the university through traditional means. The requirements are:

1. *DD form 214 (Member 4 copy)* with a discharge under **Honorable** conditions or a record of honorable service for those still on active duty

2. Must submit a military training transcript i.e. (AARTS, SMART, CCAF, CGI) to be evaluated

3. Must have a minimum of 12 hours of military credit for automatic admission or;

   a. A combination of military credit and college credit that equals 12 hours for automatic admission (must have 2.0 GPA or higher)